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ThU invention relates to the Mnip<llatio„ o£

5 A wide variety o£ co»»r=i,,l
,

liquid »eaia having solH , ^.^ ll* u

f of

materials, and organic or biological strun,
10 cells or parts of cells.

structures such as

It has been known for some time that particles of thvarxous types may be caused tQ move
Cl"

.

°f
.

the^
* the USe of a non-unifor* elect '.^ ^f™

Dielectric and Electronic Properties of *< , •
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,. Physics, Section E, Scientific r„e,
C1»M> pages 95 2 to *57

tation,. volu„e „

5 2!' ^
P
:
r '

t

a"d relat6d P*Per "^""tions o£ a He„5 epical Technique £or „easuring the
Behaviour of Mcroorganis.*., Pricei ^
Baochi.uca at Biopnysica Acta 964 (19M)

*

disclose the use of interdiaitat^ i t
230 '

Most previous work has been directed to the
Characterisation of trials by taking appropriate

15 Ano her MJ or application is the use of positive

. . - -=ld and „ ^T.rLtdteT "

» 454, 1984). Aiso, a method and apparatus for
d.electrophoretic^nipuiation o, chemical species has

electrLl f
""^ "C "—1ft"-

-actions bet_ the che^l^.%™ .T^
4, line 3, JL t ,

6 0OlU,m 3
'

ll~ 62 'o coin™

-. differences in thea^L^^ r"
1""9

chemical species.

In previous works of s Masuda m •

Travelling ibeb Transactions on mdustry
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Applications,. Volume 24 fiQflni
'

«*»—d to »j^ /^ I" ^
generated by applying two, fixed-fr™

5 voltage signals, relate„ ^ ^"phased,
a-Plitude, to , series of f fre'ue"^ ««
the rotating electric tiL h

likewise,

cell, is generated using either „ \
9 S1"gle

" voltage signal or synchro^ LnU ^^e present invention utiUs., PUlS6S -

that are generated using eleZTcln
™ ^

that do not share the sLl T * lndependent voltagesthe same frequency of oscillation.

15 We have now found that if two or ffln,
„ dlf£erlng frequej^jTcr*" eieotric

simultaneously or sequentially n„—es of one or Le t^"^"^
appropriate electronic control

9
'
USing

» «i-o.twI to oooUr In ::r; ^iirn; rrns °ay "*^ucies m the liquid.

Thus, in accordance with a FiVet. u

invention, there is proviaef. ItH 7°" * "»
reactions between oartj,

°£ *r°"«>"'>9

3o
- PrOTOke or„ r^r^r a £ashi™ -

The ten, as used
broadly as covering T.rtoi. chemical bio

Preted

Physical interactions, ana to
" «

as separation followed by recolilt " "°nS SUCh

35 treatment being selectiv^ e^T""'
°P"0nally

"1
-

lh '
-ltic»p.„e„t svste„ while Tj££jT. * *

separated from the other
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component (s). .

•

Whereas previous work ( e a nafph.u kKe ' g ' Batchelder) has employed

provides . furthec L^f «1»

Permittivity. *M **rt °f the c°™Plex

The particles which may be used m»w k„ x
15 — ,„/th:;: r^^t","

other nature.
colloidal or of some

With appropriate choice of the di«i^ •

electrical conductivity of eitheT k k
~"

20 particle and «,„«, * •

b°th the suspendedP ucie and suspending medium, both nosiM™ a
dielectrophoretic-for^. „ k

P°sl tive and negativeP recic forces may be employed as the•manipulating agent. Preferably
-thod of the invention 1 " Carryi"g °Ut th*

fields is chosen to eff;ct a „

° f el6Ctricai

segregate or particular
Particle

30 order to MabL .dl;1™^?'"°" ""^ *>

pattern arrav, or o « repeating

,5

b*traen *» •»* «»- o£ theZIT °

The pree.„t lnvention also ^
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.
out the method of the invention and including a treatment
cell including an electrode array/ means for feeding a

suspension of particles in a liquid to the treatment cell,

and means for removing liquid from the cell, first means
5 connected to electrodes in the cell and adapted to

generate a first non-uniform electrical field within the

cell, and second means connected to electrodes in the cell
and adapted to generate a second non-uniform electrical
field within the cell and of frequencies differing from

10 the first electrical field.

Preferably, the electrode array is mounted on an external
wall of the treatment cell. Such an arrangement

preferably includes, as part of the liquid removing means,
15 perforations in the external wall of the cell bearing the

electrodes, the perforations being so located that, when
the electrodes are appropriately electrically activated
relative to the particles in the liquid medium in the cell
and to the liquid medium itself, the liquid and particles

20 drawn off through the perforations will differ from the
general bulk characteristics of the suspension of
particles in the liquid in the cell.

In the description of specific illustrated apparatus which
25 follows, for simplicity of expression, reference is made

to applying signals to electrodes. It should be
understood that in order to create the appropriate
electric fields, the signal is, in practice, applied
across a pair of electrodes, one of which may be a

30 reference electrode or an extensive surface area 'ground
plate ? or the like.

Depending upon the nature of the particles in the
suspension, the nature of the suspension itself, and the

35 nature of the applied electrical fields to the electrode
array, the particles may be caused to aggregate towards
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25

regions of an. electrode or a. number of electrodes or
alternatively detach themselves from such electrode(s)
and/or aggregate towards regions away from the electrodes.
These phenomena may be exploited in a wide variety of
applications to manipulate the particles in suspension,
e.g. to provide the directed assembly of structures from
such suspended particles, or to provide separation from a
mixture of suspended particles of different types, to
provide characterisation of particular particle types or
to promote a reaction .between particles of two or more
different types.

The accompanying drawings will serve to illustrate the
invention in more detail by way of example. In the

15 drawings:

Figures la and lb show top, side and end views of two
different examples of electrode geometries which may be
used in the method of the present invention,

20

Figures 2 and 3 show diagrammatically the movement of a
particle using the electrode array of Figure la,

Figure 4 shows diagrammatically a more complex situation,

Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the electrode geometry of
Figure lb and examples of particle aggregation at regions
on the electrodes and regions away from the electrodes,

30 Figure 6 shows diagrammatically two different particle
types collected at the same time using both positive and
negative dielectrophoretic. forces,

Figure 7a shows the random distribution of two particle
35 types in the regions near two independent pairs of

electrodes,
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Figure 7b shows the resulting distribution of two particle
types after the independent electrode, pairs have been
energised by two characteristically different voltages,
and

10

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of apparatus which can be
used to carry out the method of the invention.

Referring to the drawings, Figure la shows in plan, side
and end views, one wall of a treatment cell which can be
used to manipulate a suspension consisting of one or more
particle types. The apparatus comprises an array of
electrodes 1 fabricated on to a suitable substrate 2 that
forms the wall or surface of the treatment cell. Each

15 electrode can be individually and independently energised
by any form of electrical signal via electrical connectors
3. The electrodes may be in direct electrical contact
with the particle suspending liquid or separated from it
by an appropriate material. For the purpose of

20 illustration the electrodes in Figure la are shown having
a rectangular geometry, but other geometries may be used
depending on the particle characteristics and the desired
effect to be achieved.

25 Figure 2 shows the array of electrodes and a test particle
4 suspended in a liquid adjacent to the electrodes. By
applying an appropriate electrical signal to electrode 5,
the particle can be dielectrophoretically attracted
towards electrode 5. This effect is enhanced by applying,

30 at the same time, another electrical signal 'to electrodes
6 and 7 such that particle 4 is dielectrophoretically
repelled from electrodes 6 and 7. The electrical signals
are applied to electrodes 5, 6 and 7 until particle 4
becomes immobilised at electrode 5 or reaches. a desired

35 locality in the region of electrode 5. The particle can
then be further moved by applying, for example, electrical
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signals which repel the particle from the region- of ..

electrode 5 and attract it towards electrode 8.

Figure 3 shows particle 4 after it has been

5 dielectrophoretically manipulated to the region of
electrode 8 and also shows another particle 9 located at
an electrode 10. Particle 9 may or may not have the same
dielectric and conductive properties as particle 4.

Particles 4 and 9 may be positioned alongside each other
10 by dielectrophoretically moving either or both of them.

Bringing particles 4 and 9 (and any others in like
fashion) into association may be effected for the purpose
of constructing larger building blocks or for inducing a

specific chemical , biological or electrochemical reaction
15 between them. This example describes the bringing

together of particles but, in the more general case, the
apparatus may be employed to manipulate particles into any
desired positions relative to each other.

20 In Figure 4 a collection of particles is shown composed of
particle types 4 snd 9, which in this case possess
differing bulk and/or surface electrical properties. By
applying an electrical signal to electrodes 5 and 8 that
differs from the. signal applied to electrodes 6 and 7, and

25 by an appropriate choice of signal characteristics (i.e.
waveform, magnitude and frequency) as well as the
suspending medium characteristics (e.g* pH, dielectric
constant, conductivity and specific density) particle
types 4 and 6 may be physically separated from each other

30 with, for example, particle type 4 collecting near
electrodes 5 and 8 and particle type 9 collecting near
electrodes 6 and 7. The electrical signals applied to
electrode pairs 5 + 8 and 6 + 7, or any other electrode
combination, may be applied continuously or

35 intermittently > and at the same or differing times, -in

order to achieve the desired separation. The particle
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types may then be removed separately from the treatment
cell by drawing off the particle suspending fluid through
perforations located near the electrodes, having first
released the desired particle type from the electrodes

5 either by removing the electrical signal used to collect
them or, if strong electrode adhesion occurs, releasing
them by applying electrical signals of appropriate
characteristics to the electrodes. The extent of particle
collection at the electrodes can be continuously assessed

10 using an optical monitoring technique as described by
Burt, Al-Ameen and Pethig in the Journal of Physics,
Section E, Scientific Instrumentation, Volume 22 (1989)
pages 952 to 957, and the subsequent release of particles
can likewise be monitored by an optical probe at the

15 electrodes and also downstream of the perforations.

Figure lb shows, in plan, side and end views, another
electrode geometry which can be used to manipulate a
suspension consisting of one or more particle types. For
the purpose of illustration, the electrodes in Figure lb
are shown having a castellated, interdigitated,
rectangular, geometry, but other geometries may be used
depending on the particle characteristics and the desired
effect to be achieved.

20

25

Figure 5a shows diagrammatically a section of an array of
interdigitated, castellated, electrodes 11 and 12 after
the application of a voltage between electrodes 11 and 12.
Two different particle types 13 and 14 have been

30 aggregated as long chains at the outer tips of the
individual electrode castellations, as a result of both
particle types experiencing a positive dielectrophoretic
force.

3 5 Figure 5b shows diagrammatically the same type of
electrode configuration as in Figure 5a, where two
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different particle types 13 and 14 have been aggregated
into regions of the upper electrode surfaces, away from
the electrode sides, as a result of experiencing a
negative dielectrophoretic force.

Figure 5c shows diagrammatical ly the same type of
electrode configuration as in Figures 5a and 5b, where two
different particle types 13 and 14 have been directed into
forming triangular-shaped aggregations in the regions
between the electrode castellations away from the
electrode sides, as a result of experiencing a negative
dielectrophoretic force.

The following Examples will serve to illustrate the
15 invention.

EXAMPLE 1

A cell was taken with an array of interdigitated,
20 castellated, electrodes substantially as shown in Figure

lb. Each castellation was 20 microns wide, 40 microns
deep, about 0.1 micron high, spaced at 80 micron centres,
the interdigitated electrode rows being 80 microns apart.
The entire array. had 60 electrodes in each row, and was

25 around 5mm long. The array was located on one wall of a
cell of internal volume 7.5 cubic mm.

A suspension in a medium of 280 mM mannitol in deionised
water containing as suspended particles Micrococcus

30 lysodeikticus (ellipsoids around 2 microns long and 0.5
micron across) was added in equal amount to a suspension
of latex particles (1.27 micron diameter) in deionised
water. The concentration of suspended particles was such
that the optical absorbance at a wavelength of 635 nm, and'

35 1 cm path length, was, in each case, 1.61 (cf deionised
water). The conductivity of the Micrococcus suspension
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was 11.4 micro-Siemens per cm, whilst that of the latex
particle suspension was 2.1 micro-Siemens per cm. When
evenly distributed, the amount of interaction between the
latex particles and the Micrococcus was very small.

5

On application of a voltage of 4V p/p sinewave at a

frequency of 100 kHz, the latex and Micrococcus particles
aggregated as long chains at the outer tips of the
individual electrode castellations in a similar manner to

10 that shown in Figure 3 o£ the 1988 Biochimica et
Biophysica Acta paper of. -Price, Burt and Pethig, and as
also schematically shown in Figure 5a. The term "positive
dielectrophoresis" as used herein is to be interpreted
broadly as this form of particle aggregation in which the

15 particles move towards the areas of higher field strength.
On removal of the applied voltage, the latex and
Micrococcus particles separated from each other and became
dispersed in the suspending medium. This process of
bringing the latex and Micrococcus particles into intimate

20 contact with each other, and then letting them separate,
can be repeated mpny times.

On application of a voltage of 4V p/p sinewave at a

frequency in the range between 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the latex
25 and Micrococcus particles aggregated at regions of the

upper electrode surfaces, away from the electrode sides,
as illustrated in Figure 5b. This form of particle
aggregation, where the particles are directed away from
high electric field regions at electrode edges, is not the

30 normal form of positive dielectrophoresis, and herein is
to be interpreted broadly as negative dielectrophoresis.

EXAMPLE 2

35 A cell was taken of the ssame foria as that in Example 1,

but each electrode castejlation was 80 microns wide, 80
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microns deep, about .0.1 micron high, spaced at 160 micron
centres and with the interdigitated electrode rows being
spaced at 160 microns apart. The entire electrode array
had 60 electrodes in each row, and was around 1.0 cm long.
The array was located on one wall of a cell of internal
volume 30 cubic mm.

A suspension in a medium of 280 mM mannitol in deionised
water was prepared containing as suspended particles equal

10 numbers of live Brewers yeast cells and dead (autoclaved)
Brewers yeast cells to an optical absorbance of about 0.8
at a wavelength of 635 nm for 1cm path length. On
application of a voltage of 20V p/p sinewave at a
frequency range of 100 Hz to 20 MHz, both the live and

15 dead yeast cells experienced a positive dielectrophoretic
force and collected at the outer tips of the electrode
castellations.

On increasing the electrical conductivity of the mannitol
20 suspending medium, by the addition of potassium chloride,

to a conductivity. of 150 micro-Siemens per cm, then,
depending on the frequency of the voltage applied to the
electrodes, the two cell types could each be made to
experience either a negative or positive dielectrophoretic

25 force. For example, when a voltage of 20V p/p sinewave at
a frequency of 10 kHz was applied to the electrodes, the
dead yeast cells were observed to collect at the outer
tips of the electrode castellations (as shown in Figure
5a) as a result of experiencing a positive

30 dielectrophoretic force, whilst the live yeast cells were
directed by a negative dielectrophoretic force into a
triangular-shaped aggregation in the regions between the
electrode castellations away from the electrode sides, as
shown in Figure 5c The overall collection of the live

35 and dead yeast cells is similar to that shown in Figure 6,
where the live yeast cells are labelled as particle type
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15 and the dead yeast cells. are labelled as particle type
16. On the. other hand,, if .a voltage.of 20V p/p sinewave
at a frequency of 10 MHz was applied to the electrodes,
then the live yeast cells experienced a positive
dielectrophoretic force and collected in- the form of
Figure 5a, whilst the dead cells experienced a negative
dxelectrophoretic force and aggregated in the triangular
form as shown in Figure 5b.

10 EXAMPLE 3

A cell was taken with an array of interdigitated,
castellated, electrodes of the same geometry and
dimensions as that used in Example 1 above. A suspension

15 in a medium of deionised water was prepared, containing assuspended particles two types of latex particles of
diameter 1.27 micron. The first type of latex particle
was coated with the antibody raised, in rabbit against
horseradish peroxidase, whilst the second type of latex

20 particle was coated with horseradish peroxidase-labelled
antibody raised in swine against the horseradish
peroxidase antibody raised in rabbit. The final
suspension of electrical conductivity 4.1 micro-Siemens
per cm was formed by mixing together in equal volumes a

25 suspension of latex particle type l, of optlcal de
'

0.8 at a wavelength of 635 nm at a 1 cm patn lengtn , with
a suspension of latex particle type 2 of optical density
0.54 at a wavelength of 635 nm at a 1 cm path length.

30 On aPPlying to the electrodes a voltage of 4V p/p sinewaveat a frequency of 1 kHz, both latex particle types
experienced a negative dielectrophoretic force and rapidly
aggregated at regions, of the upper electrode surfaces •

away from the electrode sides, as shown in Figure 5b/
35 This aggregation brought both types of latex particle intoclose contact with each other, and greatly accelerated the
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to th T Sart^- O" moving the. applied volta„to the electrons, . Eignificant nunber J^ge
particles were observed to te bouM ^

EXAMPLE 4

10 » -11 .as t„ce„ with an electrode geo^try si„Uar tohat shown „ Figures 7a a„d ni j« to

17 can be energised by an applies vol separatedindependently fro. electrode pair 18 LT
between f-h0 -,

he seParation

15 loHL
^-trodes forming electrode pair 17 was15 104 mxcrons, and likewise for the two electroL /electrode pair 18 Earh B , „

electrodes fomung

electrode pa.rs were spaced 130 mioro„s apart ^
20

A suspension in a.medi™ of 280 mM mannitol in <mp"™' "** -~particles, equal numbers of live Brewers „«„.
«nd dead (autoclaved, Brewers yeast leUs 0 to

"
25 absorbance of about Dl», ,

°P"™1
- optical path length 1 th"

°*

added Potasflu. chloride ll s„" TT'0
" ~

increase the electrical cod *^°^:UO" *
micro-Siemens oer ™ , ,

medium to 150Bens Per cm. A voltage of 20V r./„ -4

—-r.t :r:rv:~r - - -
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dielectrophoreti. force fr™ the reglo„s
electrodes 17 energised by thc „
T».t cells, on th. other hand , vere

11 »•
negative dielectrophoretic force fro. J™8

". 1" *

* the electrode 1, energised by

°™ * ««-
attract by . Jw ^ ** «»

As can be seen, a soatial
'
resPect"ely.

cells fmm ,1 / reparation of the live yeastceils from the dead yeast rpnc jr^«a»t

procedure.
15 BCOM*"»hed by this

15 EXAMPLE 5

castellated, electrodes of the c^mo
.

cne same geometry and

«»t type of gl ass o^ „° 2°™™*— •
The

triethoxysilane in dry ,cetone f

™* ™ " »>»°Propyl

Mads were shaken i„ a 5 ,
° * dry1^, the

» -Motin in chlorofor„ rh

°

s
"°n

°£ -* Of

d-brotln. Ihe secona type of
"I- of

option containing lag per ml of avi
"

nh \
"

buffered saline at pH 7 7 for ,„
f"»I*«te

30 bead, .ere then was„!d Lei til
'"'^

«U- solution. Ihls Zll^ZZTll^T

35 3.5 micro-Siemens per «.
ele«r1Cal conductivity
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The final suspension was formed by mixing together inequal volumes a suspension of gi ass 5ead
optical density 0.8 at a wavelength of 635 nm at' 1cmoptxcal path length, with a suspension of glass bead type

> 2
of optxcal density 0.8 at a wavelength of 635 nm at Tlcm optical path length.

nm at a 1

10

15

On applyxng to the electrodes a voltage of 6v p/p sinewaveat a freguency of 800 H2 , both glass parfcicle
* *

experxenced a negative dielectrophoretic force and
aggregated at regions of the upper electrode surfaces

zi:z
th

:

electrode sides ' simii- - th-
Fxgure 5b. On removal of the appl ied voltagS/ ft

JiLTT
n

VUmber
°
f 9l3SS We" ed to befxrmly bound together as a result of avidin-biotin

complexes being formed between the surfaces of glass bead,type 1 and 2.
g ss
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• CLAIMS

1- A method o£ promoting reactions between o.rHn,suspended in a liquia , the „„..,_. . .

,Mtlcl!I

«*r :°d™ ind" t
the

fields of different frequencies from an electrode

:::tLr
ion as to p_ke or p^ote t.etsted"^

"

10

15 3.

25

30

35

2- A method according to Claim lf wherein-re non-uniform electric fields are of differ ngfrequencies are applied simultaneously.

'4. A method according to any one of Claims i t„ , „-eluding the step of modifying the
* *

conductivity and/or the dielectric constant of th ,
• •

and/or the particles.
constant of the liquid-

5. Apparatus for carrying out the method of Claim 7 „including a treatment , „
m 1 andyi treatment cell including an electrode arr*„*eanS for feeding a suspension of particles in a , ,the treatment cell * n*

Particles xn a liquid to

6- Apparatus according to clai„ 5, „hecein t„.
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10

array is runted on an external wall of. the treatmentcell

.

7. Apparatus according to Claim 6, and indudlng as part

van of t e cell hearing the el.ctrodes. the perfJ "J*being so located that, when the electrodes are
appropriately electrically activated relative to th,particles in the liqu id „ediun, ln the Mll a„d

«- and partides drawn o£fthrough the perforations .ill differ frc the general Ll*characteristics of the suspension of particles in theliquid xn the cell.
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